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It is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer. If you have any questions feel free

to seek legal, financial, tax, or other competent professionals' guidance. All of the information

shown here is not intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be construed as part of any

formal agreement.

We are confident that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all

products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and corporate schedules are

correct and up to date.

NO ADVICE: 

Nobody is obligated by this white paper to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable

commitment to contribute, purchase or donate anything. There is no advice in this white

paper, and it cannot be used to sell or solicit ' purchase of our token, nor can it be used to

construct a contract or make an investment decision.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY:

For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written

material, links to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as buy/sell

signals, BLACKBERRY INU or members of its community will not be held responsible for any

damages. Understand the risks and costs associated with trading assets on the financial

market (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest investment choices

available to investors. 

INVESTMENT RISKS:

Because of the high level of risk and volatility, cryptocurrency trading is unsuitable for

most investors. Before trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you

should carefully examine your investment goals, level of experience, and risk appetite.

BLACKBERRY INU nor members of its community are responsible for any loss of coins for

any reasons. Crypto is volatile and no promises of price or reaching  or maintaining any

certain value is possible. There are no guarantees. 



A lot of projects launch with only those in the inner circle knowing about the launch

time. Blackberry Inu is changing that by advertising prior to launch on several

different platforms in order to give as many people as possible the opportunity to

invest on Day 1. BLACKBERRY INU Is also having a fair launch, which means for 24

hours it will be available to purchase through a website that will give the initial

investors a set price for it. This gives everyone interested the opportunity to invest at

the starting price. For those who come later, a way to receive continuously free

airdrops just by holding BKBY has been built into the contract.

Although there are many Meme Coins that came before and changed the lives of

many, such as DogeCoin, Shiba Inu, Floki Inu and many others, BLACKBERRY INU is

the next great opportunity. The community will continue to gain from our incentive

system regardless of when they are investing or how long they have held for. There is

no locking or time requirement to gain Shiba Inu from our ecosystem.

Investors have a rare chance to own BLACKBERRY INU for what may be the lowest

price ever because it is releasing at a time when the market is supposed to be in a

bear market.

With a Roadmap centered on gaming, community and utility, BLACKBERRY INU is a

flexible community-driven project that aims for longevity in the industry. Developed

by a bunch of crypto enthusiasts and fans of anime & tech. 

Join the vibrant community for tons of competitions and neverending giveaways!!



Assist retailers to accept our digital assets in exchange for goods and services. 

To help further decentralization and help make cryptocurrency and Blockchain

technology available to everyone and help teach it works.

Ensuring that people own their personal data and funds decentralized which will

greatly reduce the existing data leaks through centralized financial systems. 

Operate as a fully decentralized digital asset that is both community-focused and

community-driven. 

To establish an environment in which various socially conscious solutions, such

as collaborative software, might flourish.

Our mission is to: 

"As part of the MemeCoin
community we desire to help unite

crypto investors & lovers together for
Decentralization."



BLACKBERRY INU is beneficial not only to the early investors, but any individual

investor will be able to gain something from holding. This gives incentive to not join

the community as a holder but also to benefit from it without having to constantly

track charts. Essentially holders benefit regardless of it the chart is trending up, down

or sideways enabling more of the community to become diamond handed. 

With the constant Shiba Inu rewards going out to BKBY holders, it ensures holders

have no need for a first come or pump and dump mentality. This will help create a

solid floor and enable BLACKBERRY INU to change the lives of many.

BLACKBERRY INU is here to unite the MemeCoin community and bring lots of

memes, fun and good times back to crypto. As a community based project we

anticipate more members bringing new ideas and great vibes to the table and look

forward to growing together!



BLACKBERRY INU tokens will be sold to the public initially on the PinkSale platform

as a fair launch. This means that the tokens are available to everyone for purchase at

the same price. 

Unlike other currencies that only give early access to select people or focus a lot of

their time on listings on major exchanges, we are putting an emphasis on

decentralization and teaching people the benefits of holding currency in their own

wallets. Blackberry Inu also aims to help incentivize people to hold their Blackberry

Inu tokens and receive airdrops during it. 

After the fair launch ends, BLACKBERRY INU will be available for trading on the

ethereum network via Uniswap followed by other exchanges.



As members of the BLACKBERRY INU community, the community takes priority. The

main focus is expanding awareness of the project while sharing the knowledge that

has been acquired over the years by the long-term investors in the community. 

There has been a lot of drama, scams and rug pulls in the crypto space, the

BLACKBERRY INU community is here to help protect one another from falling victim

to them. While we cannot predict what the future will hold or what decisions

investors will make, but we can learn from the mistakes and successes of other

communities and use that to our advantage.

Being here gives you the chance to invest in BLACKBERRY INU Token early and

benefit from long-term growth that comes with expansion. We want to alter how

common people use cryptocurrency and currency in general, including how it is

bought, sold, promoted, supported, used in transactions and even produced. The goal

is taking power out of the hands of banks etc and putting it into the hands of the

community. 



BLACKBERRY INU is a blockchain-based ecosystem that also serves as a strong

foundation for a myriad of decentralized infrastructures, where people can stake and

it will function as a wallet with full insights of coins! 

By enabling users to deal digitally from anywhere in the world for a low transaction

fee, BLACKBERRY INU is altering the entire ecosystem and enabling a highly

liberating, strategic, low-risk, and frictionless trading experience in a totally

decentralized manner. Power in the hands of the people.

Minimal fees
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Blockchain Infrastructure: Integrates blockchain technology to provide secure

assets built on ethereum blockchain.

Global System and Secure: An efficient global system covering all corners provide

the best data security. Anti-bot features to guard against malicious actors.

Easy coin Integration: It will provide integration to all Wallets, Exchanges, DEXs,

and Dapps that agree to utilize it. 

A focus on making transactions easier and introducing more people to

decentralization and crypto in general. Use also has the advantage of being

entirely decentralized, allowing for unrestricted international trade.

Crypto has a significant impact on foreign payment fees as well. Traditionally,

domestic payments and transfers have substantially lower fees than international

payments and transfers. Cryptocurrency transfers and payments work the same

way domestically and internationally and arrive almost instantly.
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In the crypto sector, concerns with transparency, verification, ownership, and forgery

have long existed. Additionally, the business of investing has historically only been

accessible to those wealthy enough who can afford to spend large amounts of dollars

investing in a single object. Crypto has the ability to overcome all social and wealth

class divides, possibly improve the economic situation and is certainly meant to be

enjoyed by everyone.

As a token on the Ethereum blockchain, BLACKBERRY INU will be decentralized, able

to be held on your device and utilized by the holder at will. This avoids the dangers of

having another person controlling your assets such as a bank or other centralized

entity.
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Token Name

Max Supply

Blackberry Inu

1 Quadrillion

SHIBA INU REWARDS
2%

MARKETING
2%

LIQUIDITY
1%



1
Initial
Phase

 
Fairlaunch of token
Launch Website
Twitter Presence
Telegram Group
Facebook Group
Instagram Account
100k mcap
CoinMarketCap &
CoinGecko Listing

2
Token
Launch

 
Major Marketing
Campaigns
Reach 1M mcap
Exchange Listings
Influencer Partnerships
NFT Project Preview
App Demo

3
Token
Growth

 
NFT Project Launch
Event Sponsorship
BerrySwap
BerryLand
1st Game Release
Merch Store
More Exchange Listing
10 to 20M mcap

4
Future

Roadmap

 
Surprise!
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